NMR emission and enhanced absorption of products of radical reactions (CIDNP) is explained by nuclear spin dependent adiabatic transitions between singlet and triplet states of transient radical pairs. In magnetic fields larger than about 1 kG only S -To-transitions contribute to nuclear polarization. From a kinetic formulation of the pair mechanism equations for quantitative calculations of CIDNP patterns are derived.
Introduction
After the discovery la > 2 a of NMR emission and enhanced absorption of reaction products during radical reactions, the so-called chemically induced dynamic nuclear polarization (CIDNP) phenomenon evidence against its explanation by dynamic polarization in free radicals lb > 2b was soon accumulating. The experimental observations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [1969, ibid. 92, 2183, 2186 [1970] 2573 [1970] .
92,
adiabatic transitions between the non-adiabatic singlet and triplet states of radical pairs caused by pair geometry fluctuations. Our treatment differs from previous ones 14 > 16 > 17 only in a formal sense, since these may also be regarded as descriptions of adiabatic models, some of our equations we think however particularly useful for quantitative CIDNP explanations. Many of our results agree with Glarum's recent theory 18 .
Adiabatic Transitions and Rate Equations
Two radicals of distance R interact by coulomb, exchange (J) and magnetic dipole forces between the unpaired electrons. The electronic states of the pair are pure singlet (S) and triplet (Tff, a -+> 0, -) states for small R, for instance if R < 5 Ä for a pair of hydrogen atoms 19 . For larger values of R the triplet states Ta are mixed by the magnetic electron dipole interactions (D), S and T-states are mixed by the electron-nuclear hyperfine interactions within the individual radicals (a) and by the difference of the electron Zeeman interactions (a>s) of the radical electrons in magnetic fields. Since the hyperfine interaction energies depend on the nuclear spin configurations of the radicals the mixing will be nuclear spin dependent and provides selective state populations. In general, the mixing becomes important in regions of R where the pure states cross or approach one another. In Fig. 1 adiabatic transitions is Pija = 1, where i, ja denote the electron-nuclear spin states. On the other hand, if R na oo a prepared state is conserved (P,-;-0 =0). In a real system we will have 0 < Pija 1 and we may calculate Pija from the matrix-element describing the mixing and from the time which is spent in the mixing region (see below).
The diffusive behaviour of reactive molecular pairs has been treated by several authors 21 . We shall use their results in the following simplified manner: It seems probable that a pair starting at small R undergoes several transitions (wc 1 ... 10 2 ) 21c through the mixing regions before the final steps of reaction or escape from the regions of interaction occur. From this picture of pair libratlons in a solvent cage the probability of finding a pair in a prepared initial state after nc librations becomes
Pfa = l-2rcc
Pija (1 -Pija) «1-2nc Pija.
The kinetic formulation of the radical pair mechanism easily arises from these considerations. A radical pair R -R' with A nuclear spins X belonging Adiabatic transitions between i and ja occur with rate constants kija = -and kjai respectively, during the lifetime of the pair. Escape is described by a common formal rate constant k& = k<u = kAia, reaction to a product by a formal rate constant ke. Reaction shall be possible only from S-states, thus kci = kc, kcja = 0. Transitions within the triplet manifold are neglected. As will be seen below, this approximation restricts our treatment to high magnetic fields. The rate equations for the populations of the pure states then become
where rt and rja are the pair production rates. From the pairs the products are formed in nuclear spin states i with Mt = kc Ni,
pairs of free radicals with the same nuclear spin states by Rvi = k(1 (Ni + 2 NA .
For times corresponding to negligible thermal polarizations of the product the enhancement factor of a NMR-transition i -> i' (Ei> > Ei) of the product is given by 5
where o is the relative population difference of i and i' in thermal equilibrium. Similarly enhancement factors can be defined for the NMR-transitions of the products of reactions of the escaping radicals. For kija, kjai k<i, kc approximate solutions of (1) and (2) are easily derived. We shall, however, treat here the complete solutions for a simple illustrative and important case. The state populations of the pairs shall be time independent, and one singlet state i shall mix with only one triplet state je. Then
where Wjgi = kjaijkA .
For subcase A we will further assume a conservation of the nuclear spin configuration during a transition, i.e. j = i and the operator mixing S and T to be hermitian, i.e. k; { = ki; . This case cor-' lal IJa responds to S-To-transitions when anisotropic interactions are neglected (Section 3).
The pairs may now be formed a) from the decomposition of singlet precursor molecules, b) from triplet precursor molecules, and c) from diffusive encounters of free radicals. To specify (6) for these modes of pair formation we introduce r as total pair production rate, neglect the small initial nuclear polarizations of the precursor molecules (radical encounter). (10) From (4) we further obtain RPi = U + 2 r ia -Mi.
Equations (8) to (11), (3) and (5) immediately give the following rules for CIDNP in subcase A: A) 1. The enhancement factor of a NMR transition of a pair reaction product and the enhancement factor of the corresponding transition of a product derived from the radicals escaping that cage are of opposite signs.
A) 2. The enhancement factor of a NMR transition of a reaction product derived from a pair with singlet precursor and the enhancement factor of the same transition of the same reaction product derived from pairs with triplet precursors or free radical precursors are of opposite signs.
A) 3. For equal product formation rates the amplitude of the enhancement factor of a NMR transition is smaller for products derived from free radical encounters than for products derived from triplet precursor pairs.
A) 4. No CIDNP effects can be observed if there is no product formation from the pair (kc = 0) or if there is no pair escape = 0), Further, no CIDNP arises if kiig = 0 (a trivial result) or if kiie > ka.
These rules have, at least in part, been formulated previously 5 ' 14 » [16] [17] [18] . They are strongly supported by the experimental results 1-12 .
Similar rules can be stated for a second subcase B in which the nuclear spin configuration is not conserved (j 4= i). For simplicity one singlet state i shall mix with only one triplet state ja, the corresponding triplet state ia shall not mix with singlet states.
GL ARUM has shown 18 that this case corresponds to S-T_-transitions caused by isotropic hyperfine interaction of a single nucleus. From (4) R Vi = 2 r ie + (fcd/fcc) Mt (12) and, in contrast to subcase A : B) 1. The enhancement factor of a NMR transition of a pair reaction product and the enhancement factor of the corresponding transition of a product derived from the radicals escaping that cage are of like signs.
The relative signs and amplitudes of the enhancement factors of products derived from pairs with singlet, triplet or free radical precursors are given by A) 2. and A) 3. in this case also, but the rule corresponding to A) 4. now reads: B) 4. No CIDNP effects are observed if kA = 0, kija = 0, but there is a maximum polarization if no product formation occurs (kc = 0).
Rules for subcase B have also been derived by GLARUM 18 , however, we are not aware of any CIDNP result which has to be explained by these rules.
The Rate Constants kua
The results of the last section were obtained without detailed consideration of the rate constants k{ja for intersystem crossing and follow from the rate equations as consequence of spin balancing. The absolute signs and amplitudes of the CIDNP effects are determined by kija, however, therefore this quantity has to be discussed now.
We do not aim at a rigorous derivation. This will be difficult because it requires a complete analytical description of the diffusive behaviour of the pair R(t). Instead we apply an approximation based on the transition probability between continuum states obtained by COULSON and ZALEWSKI 22 who used a quasi-classical description of translational motions. where r _1 mi kc -f-k(j is the total lifetime of the pair and AR/v is the time the system spends in the mixing region during one transition. (14) is verisimilar to the formulas used by others 5 > 14 > 16 > 18 for the quantity driving the singlet triplet transitions. It is proportional to the square of the matrix element and to a dynamic factor which depends on 
From (14) and (15) the importance of the various transitions between S and To, T+ and T_ states may be estimated: In magnetic fields satisfying OJs | Qija | S-To-transitions lead to much larger values of kija than S-T_ or S-T+-transitions since for S-T0 Jm \Qija\ |«|, for S-T_ JM » <os and for S-T+ JM « 00 (see Fig. 1 ). Therefore, in sufficiently high magnetic fields it will be essentially the S-To-transitions which cause nuclear polarizations. In low magnetic fields (oj8 <4 | Qija \) Jyi « \&ija\ for all transitions S-Tff. In this case mixing of S with T_, To, and T+ become of equal importance.
We will restrict our treatment to the high field case in the following. In fact, most of the experimental results 1-12 on CIDNP were obtained with high fields, though some low field results have been reported 1 » 2 .
For the evaluation of Qija we use the spin Hamiltonian 5,1 4 , le-is
K-itf = (a>aSz + (oS'Sz>) + JI2-(l + 4SS')
where tos = H^gßHo. gr-factor anisotropics, nuclear Zeeman and internuclear interactions are neglected. The basis functions i and ja are applied. In general they are mixed by all terms in (16) except the exchange interaction operator. The dipol-dipol term D in particular mixes within the triplet manifold. We may neglect D if the elements Dki are small compared to (a>s + a>S')/2 or to J. Assuming the distance of level crossings or approaches R to be R > 5 Ä as for the pair H• -H 19 the familiar formulas for Dki yield Dki (cos + o>s-)/2 if H0 is larger than a few hundred gauss. Since we wish to restrict our treatment to the high field case D may in fact be neglected. In this field region the condition cos I Qija I is also fulfilled and thus the S-Totransitions are the only ones important. It has to be pointed out further that for R > 5 Ä the parameters ax and tklx may be identified without any ambiguity as the hyperfine interaction parameters of the free non-interacting radicals. This may not hold for smaller values of R 19 .
It is easily seen that an operator mixing S and To states should have the form (Sz -Sz') C where C is an operator not containing electron spin operators. Truncating Jf to this form we obtain 
U> V' £ are the principal elements of the anisotropic hyperfine interaction tensor t and a, ß, y are the Eulerian angles relating the radical frame r], £ to the laboratory frame x, y, z.
The first term in (17) is hermitian and mixes S and To states with the same nuclear spin configurations, i -> io-The other terms mix S and To states with different nuclear spin configurations. It has been shown by CLOSS 5c > d and it is our experience that matrix elements calculated from (17) 
as the final result for the pertinent matrix element. Further, we see that subcase A and the corresponding equations of section 2 should give the description of CIDNP patterns at least to a fair approximation.
If the anisotropic terms are retained, different radical orientations lead to different matrix elements and a suitable averaging over the sample has to be applied in the calculation of kr)a. In particular the nuclear polarizations will depend on the mutual orientations of the interacting radicals. We do not persue this point further though there may be radicals with anisotropic terms of higher importance.
Discussion
Summarizing the results of the previous sections CIDNP spectra of radical reaction products in magnetic fields larger than a few hundred gauss may be calculated from equations (3), (4), (5), (8), (9), (10), (14), and (19). If radical (/-factors and hyperfine parameters are known the only unknown parameters are k<\jkc + ka, 2nc (AR 2 jv 2 ) and the modes of pair formation. Usually spectra consisting of many lines contain enough information to allow unambiguous fits of these parameters. Thus CIDNP gives important information on the mechanistic aspects of product formation and on the reactive and diffusive behaviour of radical pairs. In many cases the information is also sufficient to allow (/-factor and hyperfine parameter determinations. This has first been demonstrated by CLOSS 5 , and further examples are given in the subsequent paper. In this discussion we wish to emphasize a few important points only. It is tempting to assume 2 nc ^ | Qije | 2 1 to obtain simpler relations for the enhancement factors. For singlet precursor pairs they become
. \(g -g') ßHoh-1 + x-^aym y j
for a nucleus i with I = \ belonging to R in the product R -R', and
• \{g -g') ß Ho h' 1 + 2 «a mn -2 m w | I for a nucleus belonging to R'. From (20) and (21) we may estimate the amplitudes of enhancement factors. Putting nc «« 100, zliü^lÄ, a ^ 3 • 10 8 rad/sec, v & 10 11 Ä/sec and 2<(/«') o ^ 10" 5 we obtain Vw za 100, a value which is in the experimental range 1-12 but seems somewhat low. We believe that this is due to our crude approximations in the calculation of kija. More elaborate treatments 18 do in fact allow higher values of V.
(20) and (21) and similar equations for other modes of pair formation also give insight in the structure of CIDNP patterns. The terms involving g -g' cause net emission or enhanced absorption of a multiplet of R -R', the other terms cause the so-called multiplet type polarizations. The signs of the net polarizations of the multiplets of R and R' are inverse and depend on the signs of a g -g'. The phases of the multiplet type polarizations do also depend on the internuclear coupling constants of R -R'.
Though (20) and (21) thus allow simple predictions on the structure of CIDNP spectra, we feel that for quantitative fits the full set of equations (3), (4), (5), (8), (9), (10), (14), and (19) should be used. For instance, (20) and (21) cannot explain the changes of multiplet phases on variation of g -g' or Ho which have been observed lf .5c_ Further (20) , (21) and the complete equations lead to different predictions on the magnetic field dependence of enhancement factors if g -g' =t = 0. For g -g' = 0
Qija does not contain Hq and pure multiplet type patterns arise. Since </«') o ~ Vw ~ Hq 1 from both treatments. For g -g' =4= 0, however, (20) and (21) give Vw ~ Hq for the net emissions or enhanced absorptions, whereas (8), (9), (10) indicate that Vw 0 if Ho oo. For singlet precursors we obtain Vw ~ Hq 4 for very high fields, thus we may expect Vw to be constant for Ho below a critical value Ho and to decrease for larger Ho. Perhaps the magnetic field dependence of V for p-dichlorobenzene produced by photolysis of pchlorodibenzoylperoxide and polarized in the singlet precursor pair 15 C10CO2 • • • @C1 has to be explained in this way. V was found constant for 1 kG ^ H0 ^ 4 kG and decreased continuously by a factor of 10 in the range 4 kG ^ Hq ^ 14 kG 24 .
